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“ The pace of change has never been this 
fast, and yet will never be this slow again”

We must grow with technology. EZDOM is keen to be a com-
ponent of the catalyst for your growth.

Our focus is in designing and implementing sustainable, 
highly secured platform-based integrated IT solutions with 
cutting-edge tools and artificial intelligence technologies 
targeted for the browser, web, cloud and mobile system.

EZDOM philosophy is to provide solutions that will cater the 
future needs of our customers.  Our solution focusses on 
delivering artificial intelligence platform-based implementa-
tions.  Our goal is to ensure organizations are better served 
with better business intelligence and improved business 
profitability.

EZDOM Artificial Intelligence Systems include deployment of 
solution utilizing computer systems that are able to perform 
tasks requiring human intelligence, such as visual percep-
tion, speech recognition, creation of business logic, and 
decision-making predictive intelligence.

EZDOM system integrate together the component sub-sys-
tems into one system - an aggregation of subsystems cooper-
ating so that the system is able to deliver the overarching 
functionality - and ensuring that the subsystems function 
together as a coordinated whole

EZDOM TECHNOLOGY design and build IT system.  
We utilized the four components that mostly makeup 
of a complete Information Technology System – Serv-
ers, Storage, Software, Network. EZDOM support in 
the deployment of high-performance engines that 
form the architectural backbone for the creation of 
business intelligence utilizing machine learning 
engines.  EZDOM maximize the value of the deployed 
infrastructure with multi-platform software and oper-
ating systems that accelerate workloads and simplify 
administration.

EZDOM software developement services focus on 
integrating user interface to the artificial intelligence 
platform based backend. These require specific 
expertise in the knowledge of activating and receiv-
ing messages or APIs to the backend.  EZDOM ensure 
the selection of development tools that support the 
current business need and future growth ensuring 
future-proof investment..

EZDOM Intelligence Platform-Based Surveillance 
System is able to automatically analyse from various 
sources including radar image, video image, audio 
data, IoTs streaming data and other type of surveil-
lance data without or with limited human interven-
tion.
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